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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a generic specification framework for argumentation dialogue protocols in an open multi-agent system. The specification
framework is based on reusable elements – dialogue templates – which are realized as an open-source implementation. We provide operational semantics and
show formally how templates can be used to determine the possible dialogues.
Furthermore, for open multi-agent systems we need to be able to specify peer-topeer dialogues, where the agents themselves are in a position to know whether
their dialogue actions are legal according to the protocol without relying on central entities, institutes or middleware. We prove that all protocols that can be
specified in our framework are peer-to-peer suitable.

1

Introduction

Dialogue games attempt to capture aspects of structured, mixed-initiative communication with the aim of understanding, improving, and automatically recreating such communication. Particularly for more complex tasks such as software design discussions
[7], argument-based negotiation [23], collaborative learning [17] or legal argument [22],
it is imperative that the agents’ behaviour is constrained by so-called dialogue protocols, so that the agents can argue, inform, investigate and negotiate in a regulated way.
We believe that argumentation dialogue games [15] are particularly suited for more
complex dialogues, as they nicely straddle the divide between the naturalistic dialogues
from the intelligent user interface community [12] and the more rigid multi-agent communication protocols [18]. Furthermore, argumentation dialogue games allow for many
features of realistic dialogues, such as agent dialogue strategies and the construction of
underlying argument structures, to be captured.
There are several protocol proposals for argumentation dialogue games, many of
which have been analysed for their formal properties (see e.g. [1, 21, 9]). The wide range
of possible dialogue protocols has given rise to an effort to define generic, executable
specification languages for notating protocols [25, 5, 6]. The motivation behind these
generic specification languages is twofold. First, these specification languages allow us
to represent the syntax and update semantics of any arbitrary dialogue game we care
to define in a common language. This allows us to move away from the case-by-case
approach common in the literature on computational argumentation and move towards
a class-of-systems approach. Second, generic specification languages allow for the development of general purpose execution engines for dialogue games (such as DGEP
[3], which has been proposed as an execution engine for DGDL [25]). Such execution
engines not only allow us to empirically analyse and compare different protocols, but

also take dialogue games out of the academic lab and deploy them in realistic, largescale settings. Unfortunately, existing specification languages either have no formal operational semantics that allow us to formally study protocols [25, 5], or they lack an
implemented execution engine for handling protocol execution [6].
A more general problem of existing argumentation dialogue games in the literature
is that, from the perspective of open multi-agent systems, dialogue games are too rigid:
dialogues are mostly one-on-one where it is assumed that the participants see all the
communication, there is a strict turntaking order and communication is instantaneous,
agents are assumed to never fail and always behave according to the protocol, and it is
assumed that the internal states of the agents participating in the dialogues is known.
These assumptions do not hold in realistic systems, where different dialogues may run
in parallel, agents can only be assumed to observe the messages that they themselves
send and receive and communication is peer-to-peer rather than governed by a central
entity, institute or middleware [16, 10, 8, 3].
As a case-in-point, consider the prototype multi-agent system for the Dutch National Police that we are currently developing [4]. In this system, various agents work
together to build a case regarding internet trade fraud (e.g. scammers on eBay or fake
online stores). We have agents that interact with human users (victims, police detectives), agents that exchange information with external services (banks, trade sites) and
agents that automatically combine and reason with information from these different
sources. This distributed, open, peer-to-peer multi-agent system is needed because (i)
the police uses strict privacy policies that make it undesirable to centrally gather and
reason with data; and (ii) not all participating agents in the system are known beforehand: for instance, the human users that file online complaints are initially unknown.
Removing the usual assumptions of argumentation dialogue games brings extra
challenges in the design of these games. Because individual agents each have their
view on a dialogue that only includes the messages they themselves sent or received,
and because the agents cannot rely on a third-party or control mechanism to determine
which dialogue moves are legal, the agent itself then needs to be in a position to know
whether its actions break protocol in order to plan a dialogue or formulate strategies.
In order for this to work, the protocols need to be peer-to-peer suitable. Take, as an
example from our implementation domain, the situation where two software agents, A
and B, are talking to a human user about one or more criminal complaints. What we do
not want is for A to make claims that contradict something B has said , as this would
make the police, as an organization, to come across as inconsistent to the human user.
If we simply specify the protocol to be ‘A may not contradict a claim that B made towards the user and vice versa’, then this is not peer-to-peer suitable. When A wants to
make a claim, then it is not guaranteed to know which messages B sent to the user, and
hence whether A’s claim contradicts an earlier claim from B. For the protocol regulating the communication between A, B and the user to be peer-to-peer suitable it would
need to include explicit mechanisms to ensure that A and B are consistent (e.g. only
allow a claim to be made in the dialogue with the user of which one agent is certain
that the other agent agrees). Note that peer-to-peer suitability of a protocol implies that
the protocol can be followed without violations by agents, but does not guarantee that
there will be no violations. Hence in open multi-agent systems where some agents are

not trusted, we may still want to realize a controlling proxy interface to check those
untrusted agents.
To summarize, we need a generic, formally underpinned framework for expressing
dialogues, protocols and the ways in which those protocols update dialogue structures.
Importantly, the protocols expressed in this framework need to be peer-to-peer suitable,
that is, the protocols should allow agents to, given their view on a dialogue, determine
their legal actions themselves. Inspired by [5], we propose a specification framework for
dialogue protocols based on reusable elements called dialogue templates1 , and we show
formally how templates can be used to determine the possible dialogues. We furthermore define peer-to-peer suitable protocols for dialogues between individual agents,
and show that all protocols that can be specified using dialogue templates are in fact
peer-to-peer suitable. Our framework includes an execution engine and is part of an
open-source multi-agent system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related research.
In Section 3.1 we formalize the notion of protocol and peer-to-peer suitability. Our specification framework itself is presented in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 4 we provide
conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

Conversational agents have experienced a resurgence as of late, with much of the work
focusing on (spoken) language interpretation issues [12] or on dialogue learning policies for more simple recommendation or negotiation tasks [24]. However, these dialogues are lacking in formal (logical) semantics, which is needed if we want to regulate and formally verify the behaviour of agents in dialogues about more complex and
information-rich tasks.
Among the most prominent proposals for the specification of formal protocols for
multi-agent systems is Agent UML [2, 18] which has been formally analysed with
coloured petri-nets [14, 20]. Formal semantics for these protocols investigate the properties of protocols when they are followed or how agents can interpret locutions, but to
our knowledge have not been analysed for determining whether agents are guaranteed
to know whether their own behaviour violates a protocol. The work by Pitt and Mamdani [19] focuses on the agent perspective of communication and specifies protocols
using finite state machines, but does not address and analyse the protocol specifications
directly.
There have recently been various proposals for generic specification languages for
argumentation dialogue protocols, such as Dialogue Interaction Diagrams (DID) [13],
which can be verified with coloured Petri nets, and the Framework for Dialogical Argumentation (FDA) [6], which defines protocols in an executable logic and simulates
dialogues using finite state machines. Whilst these approaches thus allow for the specification and theoretical analysis of different argumentation dialogue protocols, they
are not suitable for peer-to-peer argumentation dialogue specifications in implemented
open multi-agent systems, for various reasons. First, no mention is made of peer-to-peer
1

Black and Hunter [6] use a similar concept which they call action rules.

suitability in either approach, and hence they cannot guarantee that for a protocol designed in their respective specification language an agent can determine what the legal
moves are given its view on the dialogue. Second, both DID and FDA lack implemented
engines for execution protocols, and do not concern themselves with apects such as, for
example, connections to software agents and human-computer interfaces.
Recent work that does provide an execution engine for argumentation dialogues is
the Dialogue Game Execution Platform (DGEP) [3]. However, this execution platform
is not suited for peer-to-peer dialogues in open multi-agent systems, as it uses middleware to provide the agents participating in a dialogue the next possible legal moves,
from which the agents have to pick a choice. This ‘black box’ approach makes it hard
for an individual agent to plan ahead: it has to learn a model of the black box or it has to
run ‘simulations’ of dialogues on the black box (if possible) to see possible outcomes
of certain strategies. The first option requires a learning phase and offers no guarantees whereas the second option will likely have to deal with an exponential blow-up of
simulations. Furthermore, DGEP uses a central knowledge base, the AIFdb [11], and
provides the agents with arguments from this central knowledge base; an agent thus
cannot use its own private knowledge base to determine which types of utterances can
be made in a dialogue. A second shortcoming of DGEP is that as its specification language, DGEP uses the dialogue game description language DGDL [25] and DGDL+
[3], the latter of which is based on the dialogue templates of [5]. While DGDL(+) is
very rich and allows for the specification of many different types of dialogue protocols,
it has no formal operational semantics. Hence, the outcomes of executing a dialogue
protocol with certain knowledge bases and parameters cannot be formally checked or
analysed. In this paper we present a template-based protocol specification language inspired by [5], provide operational semantics, and show that all protocols that can be
specified in this language allow agents to determine their legal actions themselves.

3

Protocol Specification

In this section we specify our framework. We first model dialogue systems and protocols, and then define the specification of protocols through reusable dialogue templates.
3.1

Peer-to-Peer Protocols

A dialogue system is an abstract description of agents, modelled by atoms, and the
locutions, also modelled by atoms, that they may utter.
Definition 1 (Dialogue System, D). A dialogue system D is specified by (A, L), where
A and L are sets of agent and locution atoms, respectively.
Example 1 (Dialogue System). We will use the same dialogue system throughout our
examples. The example scenario is an interaction between some user and expert agent.
We will make the scenario quite simple in order to not over complicate full formal specifications of all the aspects of the scenario. We have made a demonstration of a more

advanced example publicly available2 . This demonstration contains implementation examples of the proposed framework, a dialogue among nine different agents, visual representations, and more expanded argumentation-specific aspects of dialogues such as
commitments and bookkeeping of arguments that were made. For the remainder of this
paper, our example dialogue system D is specified by (A, L) where A = {user, expert}
and L = {claim(x)|x ∈ P } ∪ {why(x)|x ∈ P } ∪ {support(x, y)|x, y ∈ P } such that
P = {p, q, r, s}. The elements of P are logical atoms, claim(x) can be read as that x
is stated to be true, why(x) can be read as a question why x was stated to be true and
finally support(x, y) can be read that x follows from y and y is true.
A dialogue system allows for dialogue events, which are the events of sending or
receiving a message. An event is specified by its type (sending/receiving), the subject
(the sender/recipient), the message (a locution) and the object (the recipient/sender).
Definition 2 (Dialogue Event, e). Let D = (A, L) be a dialogue system. A dialogue
event e is specified by either s(a, l, a0 ) or r(a, l, a0 ), where a, a0 ∈ A and l ∈ L.
Example 2 (Dialogue Event). An example event for our scenario is s(expert, claim(p),
user) which can be read as “The expert sends locution claim(p) to the user”. Similarly,
r(user, claim(p), expert) can be read as “The user receives the locution claim(p) from
the expert”.
Dialogue events do not need to occur in sequential order, because agents may reason
and communicate in parallel with other agents. We model a dialogue as a sequence of
sets of events (we name these sets moments). If multiple events are in the same moment,
then we interpret this as those events happening simultaneously. Non-instantaneous
communication is captured by the constraint that a moment in which a message is received has to be preceded by some moment in the past where the message was sent.
The constraint takes into account that a message might be sent at different moments.
Therefore, a message should not be received more often than that it was sent.
Definition 3 (Dialogue, d). Let D = (A, L) be a dialogue system and E be all possible
dialogue events given D. A dialogue d = M1 ...Mk is a finite sequence of sets of events,
referred to as moments, such that for each moment Mi ⊆ E, i ∈ [1, k], if r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mi
then the number of moments Mj , j ∈ [1, i − 1], such that r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mj is less than
the number of moments Mn , n ∈ [1, i − 1], such that s(a0 , l, a) ∈ Mn .
Example 3 (Dialogue). Consider a dialogue where the expert claims p, the user asks
why the expert thinks p is true, and the expert responds with a support for p by arguing that “p because q”. This dialogue could be captured by the moments/dialogue:
M1 M2 M3 where M1 = {s(expert,claim(p), user)}, M2 = {r(user,claim(p), expert),
s(user, why(p), expert)}, M3 = {r(expert, why(p), user), s(expert, support(p, q),
user)}.
Consider an alternative sequence of moments M01 M02 where M01 = {s(expert,
claim(p),user), r(user, claim(p), expert)}, M02 = {r(user, claim(p), expert)}. This
is not a dialogue for two reasons: (1) the send action in moment one was simultaneously
2
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received, and (2) the second moment contains a receive event without there being a message that still had to be received.
A protocol specifies how a dialogue ought to be conducted. Hence we can view a
protocol as a specification that divides a set of dialogues into those dialogues that follow the protocol and those dialogues that violate it. We note that a protocol violation in
a dialogue means that any extension of that dialogue is also a dialogue with a protocol
violation. This constraint is captured by requiring that if a dialogue obeys a protocol
then all its prefixes do so too (item one in Definition 4). Finally, we add a constraint
that receiving a message never violates the protocol. An agent has no control over the
messages that it receives, and no control over when a sent message is received. If receiving a message would violate the protocol then the sending agent therefore potentially
cannot determine beforehand whether the arrival of the message will break protocol,
and the receiving agent cannot avoid the protocol violation since it cannot prevent the
message from being received. Hence allowing the receipt of messages to break protocol can bring about situations where the legality of actions is uncertain. If a dialogue
violates the protocol, then it must have a smallest prefix (possibly the dialogue itself)
that violates the protocol. The final moment of that prefix contains the dialogue events
that brought about the violation. If receiving a message cannot violate a protocol, then
removing all the send actions from that final moment should give us a dialogue which
does not violate the protocol (item two in Definition 4).
Definition 4 (Protocol, P). Let D be all possible dialogues given a dialogue system D.
A protocol P ⊆ D for D is a set of dialogues, such that:
1. ∀M1 ...Mk ∈ P, i ∈ [1, k] : M1 ...Mi ∈ P.
2. For each d ∈ D if d 6∈ P and M1 ...Mk is the shortest prefix of d that is not in P,
then d0 ∈ P where d0 = M1 ...Mk−1 M0k such that M0k = {r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mk }.
Example 4 (Protocol). As an example protocol we want to specify that a why(x)locution for some propositional atom x ∈ {p, q, r, s} can only be uttered by the user
and only as a response to some earlier claim or support that involved x. Similarly, the
protocol also specifies that support locutions can only be uttered for supporting earlier
claim or support locutions (which in turn are only allowed for the expert). Our example protocol P therefore contains a dialogue d iff for each agent a, a0 ∈ A: (a) each
send action s(a, why(x), a0 ) in the dialogue is preceded by some previous moment
in which r(a, claim(x), a0 ) or r(a, support(y, x), a0 ) is contained and a = user and
(b) each send action s(a, support(x, y), a0 ) in the dialogue is preceded by some previous moment in which s(a, claim(x), a0 ) or s(a, support(z, x), a0 ) is contained, where
x, y, z ∈ {p, q, r, s} and a = expert. In summary, protocol P allows the expert to make
claims at any time, the user to request support of previously made claims and the expert
to support past claims/supports of itself.
To illustrate the second item of Definition 4, consider the dialogue M1 M2 such that
M1 = {s(expert, claim(p), user)} and M2 = {r(user, claim(p), expert), s(user,
claim(r), expert)}. This dialogue is illegal because the user may not send the claim.
The shortest prefix of this dialogue that is not in the protocol is M1 M2 itself. Let M02 be
M2 , except that we remove the send actions (i.e., s(user, claim(r), expert)). Clearly
M1 M02 satisfies the protocol.

Agents do not have a total view of the dialogue. In fact, only those events where
they send or receive a message can be assumed to be observable by them. We model
this view of an agent on a dialogue as a function that filters the moments of the dialogue
to those events that concern that agent. Hence, the view of an agent on a dialogue is a
sequence of moments where each event has that agent as the subject.
Definition 5 (View, va ). Let D be all possible dialogues given a dialogue system D =
(A, L), a ∈ A be an agent and d = M1 ...Mk ∈ D be a dialogue. For a moment M and
agent a let M↓a = {x(a, l, a0 ) ∈ M|x ∈ {s, r}}. The view of a on a moment M in d,
notated va (M), is the single-moment sequence M↓a if M↓a 6= ∅ and the empty sequence
ε otherwise. The view of a on d, notated va (d), is the concatenation of the views of each
moment: va (d) = va (M1 )...va (Mk ).
Example 5 (View). The view of the user on the dialogue M1 M2 M3 from Example 3
is vuser (M1 )vuser (M2 )vuser (M3 ) = εM02 ε = M02 , where M02 = {r(user, claim(p),
expert), s(user, why(p), expert)}. Hence, from the user’s point of view only one moment has passed in the dialogue, where it responded to a claim with a why question.
We will next specify the class of peer-to-peer suitable protocols. These protocols
guarantee that an agent is always in a position to know that its send actions are not
violating the protocol. If an agent wants to check whether a dialogue is violating the
protocol, then it has to do this using its view on the dialogue. Many different dialogues
will look the same to an agent given its view. For each specific agent we want to specify
a personal set of dialogues such that the agent can distinguish with its view whether a
dialogue is in or out of that set. If a dialogue is out of an agent’s dialogue set, then the
dialogue violates the protocol (but not necessarily the other way around). A protocol
is peer-to-peer suitable if we can define such a set for each agent and furthermore, if a
dialogue violates the protocol then there must be at least one agent that can detect this
(i.e. the dialogue falls out of that agent’s personal set). The latter constraint is captured
by requiring that the intersection of all the personal dialogue sets is the protocol itself.
Definition 6 (Peer-to-Peer Suitable). Let D be all possible dialogues given a dialogue
system D = (A, L) and P be a protocol for D. P is peer-to-peer
suitable iff for each
T
agent a ∈ A there exists a subset Pa ⊆ D such that P = a∈A Pa and for each d, d0 ∈ D
if va (d) = va (d0 ) then d, d0 ∈ Pa or d, d0 6∈ Pa .
Example 6 (Peer-to-Peer Suitable). Our example protocol P from Example 4 is peerto-peer suitable. We can make Puser such that a dialogue is in Puser iff each send
action s(user, why(x), a) in the dialogue is preceded by some previous moment in
which r(user, claim(x), a) or r(user, support(y, x), a) is contained, and there is no
occurence of s(user, claim(x), a) or s(user, support(x, y), a), for a ∈ {user, expert}.
We can make Pexpert such that a dialogue is in Pexpert iff each send action s(expert,
support(x, z), a) in the dialogue is preceded by some previous moment in which
s(expert, claim(x), a) or s(expert, support(y, x), a) is contained, and there is no occurence of r(expert, why(x), a), for a ∈ {user, expert}. The intersection Puser ∩
Pexpert forms the protocol. A violation is detected when either agent sends illegally a
message. For instance, if the sender violates a protocol, then it sent a why question,
which clearly is not allowed by Pexpert .

Consider another protocol in which the agents must take turns but there are no further restrictions. This protocol could be defined by specifying that each dialogue in the
protocol contains only moments where at most one agent sends messages. This protocol
is not peer-to-peer suitable. Intuitively, the view of an agent does not allow the agent to
distinguish between moments where it alone sends a message and moments where others send messages as well. Therefore, no agent can detect a violation. A solution would
be to introduce a special turn-yielding locution in the dialogue system, and specify that
(a) an agent may only send messages if it has received the yield-turn locution and has
not yet send it after the last time that the locution was received (or if the agent is the
starting agent and no messages have been sent yet), (b) sending the yield-turn locution
is only allowed if the agent has not sent it since the last time the locution was received
(note that this implies that the agent can only yield the turn to a single peer, and it is not
restricted which peer this is). We note that turn taking brings with it the risk of agents
not yielding their turn and thereby threatening the liveness of a dialogue application.
Hence, unlike many protocol specification frameworks for argumentation, we do not
assume that turn taking is always part of the protocol.
We show that a peer-to-peer suitable protocol violation can always be detected by
one of the agents, that is, one of the agents can, given its view on the violating dialogue,
determine that the protocol is violated. At the same time, if the dialogue is not violated,
then it is not violated given the views of all the agents. We show this by constructing
a set of views per agent that is based on the personal set of dialogues in the definition
of peer-to-peer suitability. Given that the protocol is the intersection of the personal
sets, we know that a violating dialogue is outside of at least one personal dialogue set.
Given further that the personal sets of dialogues are closed under the views of agents,
we know that at least one agent can distinguish a bad dialogue from the good ones. If a
dialogue is not violating the protocol then it is contained in each personal dialogue set.
If we define the set of views per agent as the views on the dialogues in the personal sets,
then it follows immediately that a correct dialogue is always in all the sets of views per
agent.
Proposition 1. Let D be all possible dialogues given a dialogue system D = (A, L)
and P be a peer-to-peer suitable protocol for D. For each agent a ∈ A there exists a set
of views Va ⊆ {va (d)|d ∈ D} such that (a) if d 6∈ P then there is an agent a0 ∈ A and
va0 (d) 6∈ Va0 and (b) if d ∈ P then for each agent a ∈ A : va (d) ∈ Va .
Proof. From the definition of peer-to-peer suitable
we know that for each agent a ∈ A
T
there exists a subset Pa ⊆ D such that P = a∈A Pa and for each d, d0 ∈ D if va (d) =
va (d0 ) then d, d0 ∈ Pa or d, d0 6∈ Pa . Let for each agent a ∈ A the set Va be defined
as {va (d)|d ∈ Pa }. For a dialogue d ∈ D if d 6∈ P and there is no T
agent a ∈ A such
that d 6∈ Pa , then it means that d is in each Pa0 , a0 ∈ A, i.e., dT∈ a∈A Pa (d would
be deemed legal by all agents). This cannot be the case as P = a∈A Pa . Therefore, if
d 6∈ P then there is an agent a ∈ A such that d 6∈ Pa . From the peer-to-peer suitability
definition we also know that there cannot be a dialogue d0 ∈ Pa such that v(d) = v(d0 )
if d 6∈ Pa . Therefore if d 6∈ Pa then va (d) 6∈ Va , thus proving (a). If d ∈ P, then d ∈ Pa
for each agent a ∈ A, and therefore va (d) ∈ Va for each agent a ∈ A, thus proving (b).

We note that there exist peer-to-peer suitable protocols where only the agent that
causes the violation can see the violation. The notion of peer-to-peer suitability could
be expanded such that it guarantees that if some send action causes a violation that then
the receipt of that message allows the recipient to determine the protocol violation as
well. Such an expansion falls out of the scope of this paper.
3.2

Templates for Argumentation Dialogues

We observe that most dialogue systems, such as argumentation dialogue systems, require information about whether a received locution is a response to some past locution.
This is not always as straightforward as saying that the last locution is a response to the
penultimate locution. In an argumentation dialogue an agent can, for instance, utter an
extra support locution in a response to some past question. Since the coherence relation
among locutions cannot be derived solely from the legality conditions of a protocol, we
include the coherence relation as part of our protocol specification framework. We opt
to capture dialogue coherence with graphs in order to accommodate a wide variety of
coherence structures (linear lists, trees, and arbitrary graphs). We refer to such a graph
as a dialogue graph and assume that a dialogue graph is what agents use to decide upon
their next locution(s). As always, a graph consists of nodes and edges. We do not assume any structure on nodes. We add the agent that belongs to a graph to the graph’s
specification.
Definition 7 (Dialogue Graph, g). Let A be a set of agents. A dialogue graph g is
specified by (a, N, E), where a ∈ A, N is a set of nodes and E ⊆ N × N are the edges.
We use ga∅ for the empty graph (a, ∅, ∅).
Example 7 (Dialogue Graph). For our example scenario we use dialogue events as
nodes in dialogue graphs. As an example graph consider g = (user, N, E) where N =
{e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 } and E = {(e1 , e3 ), (e3 , e4 )} such that e1 = r(user, claim(p), expert),
e2 = r(user, claim(q), expert), e3 = s(user, why(p), expert), e4 = r(user,
support(p, q), expert). This graph represents the user’s view on a dialogue where the
expert has claimed both p and q in the dialogue. The user has also asked why p is the
case, which is why this event is connected to the claim of p. Then, the answer of the
expert, that q supports p, is connected to the why question.
As reusable high-level elements for dialogue system specifications we propose dialogue templates [5]. A dialogue template tells for a specific locution under which circumstances it might be sent or received and how this updates the dialogue graph of the
sender (or receiver, respectively). The condition of a template is specified by a function
that takes a dialogue graph and returns the agents to which the locution might be sent
(or from whom it might be received, respectively). The update of a graph is conditioned
on the graph that is being updated and the agent to which the locution is sent (or from
whom it is received). An update must furthermore produce a graph for the same agent
that belongs to the input graph of the function. We can interpret the update function as
a specification for how new locutions are related to previous locutions in a dialogue.

Fig. 1. Example dialogue graph. See Example 7.

Definition 8 (Dialogue Template, t). Let L be a set of locutions, A be a set of agent
atoms, and G be a set of dialogue graphs. A dialogue template t for L, A and G is
specified by either ts (l, c, u) or tr (l, c, u), where l ∈ L, c : G → 2A returns to which
agents l might be sent (or received, respectively) and u : G×A → G specifies a dialogue
graph update given a dialogue graph and recipient (or sender, respectively) such that
u((a, N, E)) = (a, N0 , E0 ).
Example 8 (Dialogue Templates). For all possible dialogue events E given our example
scenario we define the set of all dialogue graphs G to be G = {(a, N, E)|a ∈ A ∧ N ⊆
E∧E ⊆ N×N}. In the following we use x and y as placeholders for values in {p, q, r, s}.
We also abbreviate the expert and user to e and u, respectively.
For our example scenario we specify the protocol from Example 4 with a set of six
dialogue templates. We specify a receive and a send template for each of the locutions.
In general there can be multiple templates for receiving/sending the same locution. The
templates T for our example scenario are given by:
– ts (claim(x), c4 , us,claim(x) ), tr (claim(x), c3 , ur,claim(x) )
– ts (why(x), c1x , us,why(x) ), tr (why(x), c4 , ur,why(x) )
– ts (support(x, y), c2x,y , us,support(x,y) ), tr (support(x, y), c3 , ur,support(x,y) )
Formally, for a graph g = (a, N, E) the condition functions are defined as:

 {e} ∃r(u, claim(x), e) ∈ N
c1x (g) = {e} ∃r(u, support(y, x), e) ∈ N

∅ otherwise
c2x,y (g) =



{u} ∃s(e, claim(x), u) ∈ N
∅ otherwise
c3 (g) = {e}
c4 (g) = {u}

So for instance tr (support(x, y), c3 , ur,support(x,y) ) says that support(x, y) can be
received from the expert and if it is received, then the update function ur,support(x,y) is
applied to the agent’s dialogue graph (specified below).
Intuitively, for a specific agent the update functions specify that sending a why
question is a response to either an earlier received claim or received support utterance,
receiving a why question is a response to an earlier sent claim or sent support utterance,
sending a support utterance is a response to a received why question and receiving a
support utterance is a response to an earlier sent why question. We parametrize the update functions with a communication mode (send or receive) and a locution. Formally,
for a locution l, a graph g = (a, N, E) and an agent a0 the update functions are defined
as:
us,l (g, a0 ) = (a, N ∪ {s(a, l, a0 )}, E0 )
ur,l (g, a0 ) = (a, N ∪ {r(a, l, a0 )}, E0 )
such that (e1 , e2 ) ∈ E0 iff:
e1 = r(a, claim(x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = s(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N,
or e1 = r(a, support(y, x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = s(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N,
or e1 = s(a, claim(x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = r(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N,
or e1 = s(a, support(y, x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = r(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N,
or e1 = r(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = s(a, support(x, y), a0 ) ∈ N,
or e1 = s(a, why(x), a0 ) ∈ N and e2 = r(a, support(x, y), a0 ) ∈ N.
A template-based dialogue system is a dialogue system that is extended with possible dialogue graphs and templates.
Definition 9 (Template-Based System, D+ ). A template-based dialogue system D+ is
specified by (A, L, G, T) where A and L are sets of agent and locution atoms, respectively, G is a set of dialogue graphs such that ga∅ ∈ G for each a ∈ A and T is a set of
dialogue templates for L, A and G.
We will next specify the operational semantics of a template-based dialogue system
with Plotkin style transition rules. These rules give insight in how exactly a dialogue
system can transition and help us and agents to reason about possible dialogues that may
result from the specification. The runtime configuration of a dialogue system consists
of the history of moments that have already passed, the messages that are to be received
now or in the future (notated τ1 , these messages were sent in earlier moments), the
messages that are to be received in the future (notated τ2 , these messages are being sent
in the current moment) and the dialogue graphs of each agent. There are four possible
transition rules that apply for a transition: an agent receives a message for which a
template is specified, an agent receives a message for which no template is specified (in
which case the message has no effect), an agent sends a message or the moment passes.
An agent can receive a message if that message was sent in an earlier moment. If there
is a template specified for the reception of the message, then this template is used to
update the dialogue graph. An agent can only send a message if there is a template that
allows this. Finally, if the current moment passes, then all sent messages of the current
moment can be received during the following moments.
Definition 10 (Dialogue Operational Semantics, cD+ ). Let D+ = (A, L, G, T) be a
template-based dialogue system where A = {a1 , ..., ak }. A runtime configuration of

D+ is specified by cD+ = (d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gk ), where d ∈ (2E )∗ is a sequence of sets
of dialogue events, M ⊆ E is a set of dialogue events, τ1 and τ2 are sets of receive events
and gi , i ∈ [1, k], is a dialogue graph (ai , Ni , Ei ). The initial runtime configuration of
D+ is (ε, ∅, ∅, ∅, ga∅1 ...ga∅k ). The operational semantics of D+ is given by:
r(ai , l, a0 ) ∈ τ1 & ∃tr (l, c, u) ∈ T : a0 ∈ c(gi ) & u(gi , a0 ) = gi0
r(ai ,l,a0 )

(d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gi ...gk ) −−−−−→d (d, M0 , τ10 , τ2 , g1 ...gi0 ...gk )
(Dialogue Receive 1)
where M0 = M ∪ {r(ai , l, a0 )} and τ10 = τ1 \ {r(ai , l, a0 )}
r(ai , l, a0 ) ∈ τ1 & 6 ∃tr (l, c, u) ∈ T : a0 ∈ c(gi )
r(ai ,l,a0 )

(d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gi ...gk ) −−−−−→d (d, M0 , τ10 , τ2 , g1 ...gi ...gk )
(Dialogue Receive 2)
where M0 = M ∪ {r(ai , l, a0 )} and τ10 = τ1 \ {r(ai , l, a0 )}
∃ts (l, c, u) ∈ T : a0 ∈ c(gi ) & u(gi , a0 ) = gi0
s(ai ,l,a0 )

(Dialogue Send)

(d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gi ...gk ) −−−−−→d (d, M0 , τ1 , τ20 , g1 ...gi0 ...gk )
where M0 = M ∪ {s(ai , l, a0 )} and τ20 = τ2 ∪ {r(a0i , l, ai )}
τ10 = τ1 ∪ τ2
moment

(d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gk ) −−−−−→d (dM, ∅, τ10 , ∅, g1 ...gk )

(Dialogue Moment)

Example 9 (Operational Semantics). For our scenario we specify D+ as (A, L, G, T),
where the elements are drawn from the previous examples. In Table 1 we show the transitions that take place in the dialogue M1 M2 M3 such that M1 = {s(e, claim(p), u)},
M2 = {r(u, claim(p), e), s(u, why(p), e)}, M3 = {r(e, why(p), u), s(e, support(p, q),
u)}. The transitions are enabled by the dialogue templates T. In the initial state the
graphs of the expert and user are their empty graphs (ge0 and gu0 ). Then the sender sends
a claim to the user. This causes its graph to be updated with the us,claim(x) function,
resulting in ge1 (where the locution is added to its nodes). The send event is added to the
current moment and the corresponding receive event to τ2 . This means that somewhere
in the future the message will be received. The second transition passes the moment.
The receive event switches to τ1 , meaning that the message can be received in the current moment. The other transitions further handle the other messages and moments. The
result is intuitively that the operational semantics allow for a dialogue to take place. In
the rest of this section we show that the transitions indeed allow for dialogues and that
the set of all possible allowed dialogues specifies a peer-to-peer suitable protocol.
Given the operational semantics of a template-based dialogue system we may specify the set of sequences of sets of dialogue events that may result from those transitions,
which is called the language of that template-based dialogue system. A sequence of sets
of dialogue events d is in the language of a template-based dialogue system if and only
if from the initial runtime configuration we can make transitions such that we reach a
runtime configuration where d is the first argument of the state.

D
M
τ1 τ2 ge gu Transition
ε
∅
∅
∅ ge0 gu0
Send
ε
{e1 }
∅ {e2 } ge1 gu0 Moment
M1
∅
{e2 } ∅ ge1 gu0 Receive1
M1
{e2 }
∅
∅ ge1 gu1
Send
M1
{e2 , e3 } ∅ {e4 } ge1 gu2 Moment
M1 M2
∅
{e4 } ∅ ge1 gu2 Receive1
M1 M2
{e4 }
∅
∅ ge2 gu2
Send
M1 M2 {e4 , e5 } ∅ {e6 } ge3 gu2 Moment
M1 M2 M3
∅
{e6 } ∅ ge3 gu2
Table 1. Example transitions (see Example 9). A row indicates the left hand side state of a transition and ends with the name of the transition rule that is used to transition to the next row. The
events are e1 = s(e, l1 , u), e2 = r(u, l1 , e), e3 = s(u, l2 , e), e4 = r(e, l2 , u), e5 = s(e, l3 , u),
e6 = r(u, l3 , e), where the locutions are l1 = claim(p), l2 = why(p) and l3 = support(p, q).

Definition 11 (Dialogue Language, LD+ ). Let D+ = (A, L, G, T) be a template-based
dialogue system. The language of D+ , notated LD+ are all sequences of sets of dialogue
events d such that there is a sequence of transitions cD+ →d ... →d c0D+ possible where
cD+ is the initial runtime configuration of D+ and c0D+ = (d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gk ).
As intended, each element in the language of a template-based dialogue system is a
dialogue.
Proposition 2. Let D+ = (A, L, G, T) be a template-based dialogue system. Each element in LD+ is a dialogue.
Proof. By definition 3, a sequence of sets of dialogue events d = M1 ...Mk is a dialogue
iff for each moment Mi , i ∈ [1, k], if r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mi then the number of moments Mj ,
j ∈ [1, i − 1], such that r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mj is less than the number of moments Mn ,
n ∈ [1, i − 1], such that s(a0 , l, a) ∈ Mn . The operational semantics only allow a receive
transition for an event r(a, l, a0 ) if a corresponding send transition took place for the
event s(a0 , l, a) in a previous moment. Furthermore, if a receive transition takes place,
then the event is removed from the runtime configuration. Hence for a new receive event
it is required that first a new send transition for that event takes place. This means that a
receive event r(a, l, a0 ) can only be in the current moment Mi if the corresponding send
event s(a0 , l, a) is in a past moment Mj , j < i, and in between those two moments no
receive event took place: ∀n ∈ [j + 1, i − 1] : r(a, l, a0 ) 6∈ M0n . Hence any possible
sequence of sets of dialogue events of role based dialogue system fits the definition
of a dialogue, and therefore the language of a role based dialogue system is a set of
dialogues.
The language of a template-based dialogue system is a protocol. This means that a
template-based dialogue system can be seen as a protocol specification.
Proposition 3. Let D+ = (A, L, G, T) be a template-based dialogue system. LD+ is a
protocol.

Proof. By definition 4, LD+ is a protocol iff:
1. ∀M1 ...Mk ∈ LD+ , i ∈ [1, k] : M1 ...Mi ∈ LD+ .
2. For each d ∈ D if d 6∈ LD+ and M1 ...Mk is the shortest prefix of d that is not in
LD+ , then d0 ∈ LD+ where d0 = M1 ...Mk−1 M0k such that M0k = {r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mk }.
Point 1 is easily verifiable; a dialogue d ∈ LD+ is possible due to a number of
consecutive transitions. Hence, all prefixes of d are also in LD+ since we can obtain each
prefix by executing only an initial segment of the consecutive transitions that create the
prefix.
Point 2 follows from the fact that a receive transition can always be made, even
if there is no template specified (rule Dialogue Receive 2). The transitions that create M1 ...Mk−1 result in a configuration cD+ = (M1 ...Mk−1 , M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gk ) where
necessarily all the receive events from Mk are in τ1 . Therefore, we can make receive
transitions until a configuration c0D+ = (M1 ...Mk−1 , M0 , τ10 , τ2 , g10 ...gk0 ) is reached such
that M0 = {r(a, l, a0 ) ∈ Mk }. If we follow this transition with a moment transition, then
M1 ...Mk−1 M0 is created, which is thus in LD+ , which proves point 2.
Finally our main theorem formulates the goal of this paper: the language of a
template-based dialogue system is a peer-to-peer suitable protocol. This means that we
can use a specification of a template-based dialogue system as a protocol specification
that is suitable for open multi-agent systems.
Theorem 1. Let D+ = (A, L, G, T) be a template-based dialogue system. LD+ is a
peer-to-peer suitable protocol.
Proof. LD+ is a protocol, hence we only need to proveTthat we can make for each agent
a ∈ A a set of dialogues Pa ⊆ D such that LD+ = a∈A Pa and for each d, d0 ∈ D
if va (d) = va (d0 ) then d, d0 ∈ Pa or d, d0 6∈ Pa . First, let Pa for each agent a ∈ A be
defined as Pa = {d ∈ D|∃d0 ∈ LD+ : va (d) = va (d0 )}. By this construction it follows
immediately that for each agent a ∈ A if va (d) = va (d0 ) then d, d0 ∈ Pa or d, d0 6∈ Pa .
A dialogue d is not in LD+ iff there is no sequence of transitions cD+ →d ... →d
c0D+ where cD+ is the initial runtime configuration of D+ and c0D+ = (d, M, τ1 , τ2 , g1 ...gk ).
Necessarily at least one unallowed send transition for some event s(a, l, a0 ) is required
to make d (receive and moment transitions are always possible). This means that given
the view of a there cannot be a dialogue d0 ∈ LD+ such that va (d) = va (d0 ). And thus if
d 6∈ LD+ then there is an agent a ∈ A such that d 6∈ Pa . Furthermore, for each d ∈ LD+
and agent a ∈ A it holds T
that va (d) = va (d), hence if d ∈ LD+ then d ∈ Pa for each
a ∈ A. Therefore LD+ = a∈A Pa .
We can see a template-based dialogue system as a protocol specification because
the language of a template-based dialogue system is a peer-to-peer suitable protocol.
The protocol handles the legality of locutions, but does not address the ‘low-level’ concerns such as ensuring that messages will arrive. The templates ought to be notated in
a human/machine readable format in order to make them interpretable for the agents.
An agent can, given the protocol, determine all the views on all the dialogues that are
allowed by the protocol and use this to strategise. For instance, in a strict turn-based
dialogue system it may build a game tree and apply classic decision mechanisms for

deciding upon a locution. We note that the templates can formally be quite involved,
but at the same time might be quite straightforward in their manifestation as programs.
Similarly, the maintenance of dialogue graphs in the formal semantics implies that the
graph can grow indefinitely as the dialogue grows, but in an implementation this might
not always be the case.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a formal framework for specifying communication protocols for open multi-agent systems. Our main reusable building blocks for specifying
protocols are dialogue templates, which we have provided with a formal operational
semantics. In open multi-agent systems we cannot assume that agents have knowledge
about the messages that are exchanged among other agents, and an agent can also not
assume any order on which messages are received when it sends messages. We formalised such concerns as peer-to-peer dialogues and presented a specification method
to specify protocols that guarantee that each agent is in a position to know whether an
action from itself causes a protocol violation.
With respect to argumentation, future work consists of further developing the framework to specify argumentation dialogue protocols which specify illocutionary force,
that is, how argumentation dialogues can be used to build and analyse logical argument
structures. Further work includes adapting the multitude of dialogue protocols specified
in DGDL [25] to the current specification framework, representing common elements
such as turntaking, commitments, and so on in our framework.
Not enforcing a protocol through a proxy agent or middleware brings up numerous
interesting situations for argumentation dialogue systems. In this paper we focus on ensuring that agents can determine whether their own behaviour causes a violation of a
protocol. In the future we want to investigate under which conditions it can be guaranteed that an agent can determine that another agent violated the protocol. The current
work also assumes that agents adhere to the same protocol, but how does an agent determine the protocol under which it is communicating with other agents when there is
no middleware? For which types of protocols/moves and under which conditions are
agents guaranteed to pick up protocol violations from other agents? Is it possible to
induce which protocols other agents are using from their behaviour? These are all questions we want to answer in future research.
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